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Abstract: There are some tungsten powders that exhibit a poor sinterability. A part of them are produced
by chemical recovery of tungsten from metallic waste. The goal of the present work is to improve
sinterability of such tungsten powders, applying them a short mechanical process in a planetary ball mill.
Experiments to determine the effects of the milling duration on the change of the powder properties
(density, specific surface, average particle size, particle shape, micro hardness) have been made.
Changes in the sinterability of mechanical processed tungsten powders were followed on cylindrical
samples pressed in a die with different compaction pressures (50-125 MPa), and successively sintered in
the same conditions (T=1200 0C for 1 h, hydrogen atmosphere). Apparent density, compressive strength
and the ratio of compressive strengths to apparent density after sintering were selected as estimating
parameters for sinterability depending on the milling time of tungsten powders.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There are a lot of cases in which W-porous
bodies with controlled porosity. As examples
on this way they could be given the W-sintered
skeletons for copper infiltration to obtain high
quality composite materials from the (W-Ni)Cu system. To satisfy the quality material
conditions these W-sintered skeletons should
fulfill certain basic requirements as follows:
• to have a porosity corresponding to the
copper volume percentage of the material
composition;
• the porosity existing throughout the
skeleton should be uniform distributed and
interconnected one;
• to be as strong as possible to avoid their
damaging by handling and infiltration.
In determining of the skeleton properties, the
characteristics of the starting W-powders play
an important role. So, when it is utilized a fine
W-powder, the sintering temperature can be
lowered and the strength of the sintered body
increases because of a good powder
sinterability. But, such a powder is often
expensive and can give rise to closed porosity,
that is disadvantageous for infiltration. In turn,

if it used a coarser W-powder, it could be
obtained only a weak porous body imposing the
temperature rising for sintering. Instead, a
coarser powder is cheaper and can assure more
easily an interconnected porosity. It results
from the above considerations that it must be
done a compromise between the cost and
sinterability of W-powder.
In our present work we have trying to
enhance the sinterability of a coarser and
cheaper W-powder, obtained by chemically
recovery of W from the metallic waste at S.C.
Sinterom S.A. Cluj-Napoca, Romania, by
applying a short mechanical treatment (1-4
minutes) in a ball planetary mill. Experiments
to activate sintering by mechanically treatment
of powders were made before by Schatt et al.
[1], [2], [3], but their experiments were made
with longer processing durations (30 minutes).
No studies about the influence of milling
duration of W-powders on the properties of
sintered porous body could be found.
Therefore we have conducted experiments to
determine the effects of mechanically
processing duration of mentioned W-powder
both on the changes of powder characteristics
(density, particle size, specific surface, micro
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hardness, particle shape) and on some
properties of pressed and sintered porous Wbodies.
2. EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH
The W-powder utilized in experiments
produced at S.C. Sinterom S.A Cluj-Napoca,
Romania, had the following characteristics:
• Apparent density
4 g/cm3
• Particle size
under 45 μm
• Average particle size d50 27,3 μm
• Specific surface BET
560 cm2/g
• Fe2O3 content
0,05 [w/o]
The W-powder was mechanically treated in
a planetary ball mill for 1, 2 respectively 4
minutes. There were constituted four powder
batches, denoted with W0-original powder, and
with W1, W2 and W4 – mechanically treated
powders for 1, 2 respectively 4 minutes. For
each batch of powder there were determined the
apparent density (ρa), average particle size
(d50), specific surface (BET), micro hardness
(HV with 0,1 N load), and powders were also
observed and taken them up photographs by
SEM.
From each powder batch was prepared a
mixture with 0,5 [w/o] Ni (INCO 134) and 1,5
wt% paraffin, and then were pressed cylindrical
specimens with a cross area of about 1 cm2 and
height of about 10 mm, applying them four
different compression pressures: 50, 75, 100
and 125 MPa. After a debinding treatment, the
specimens were sintered at 120 0C for 1 h in
dry hydrogen (dew point ~-50 0C), in a tunnel
sintering furnace.
Apparent density, relative density, and
porosity both of pressed and sintered specimens
were determined. In addition, on the sintered
specimens was measured the compressive
strength (σcomp) on an universal testing machine
type ZD10. On the basis of compressive
strengths and apparent density, evaluation
coefficients (ρcomp/ρa) [4], were calculated.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 1 is summarizing the determined
characteristics of the four batches of W-started
powders, and in figure 1, a-d, is showing the

shape of powder particles observed and
photographed at SEM.
Table 1
Characteristics of originally and mechanically
treated W-powders.
Pow
der

W0
W1
W2
W4

Mecha
nical
process
duration
tm,
[min]

Appa
rent
density
ρa,
[g/cm3]

Ave
rage
particle
size

0
1
2
4

4.00
7.72
7.90
7.94

27.3
13.8
12.0
11.0

d50
[μm]

Speci
fic
surface
BET
[cm2/g]

Micro
hard
ness
[daN/
mm2]

560
680
750
860

838.0
913.2
933.0
975.3

The influence of compaction pressure on the
relative density of the compacts made of
original W powder and mechanically treated
ones is illustrated in figure 2 and 3, while in
figure 4 and 5 is represented the relative density
of the same compacts vs. milling duration of
the started W-powders
Analyzing the data from table 1 in
corroboration with evolution of powder
morphology presented in figures 1a to 1d,
permits us to ascertain that already after 1
minute of mechanical treatment the powder
aggregates present in as-received W-powder,
were near completely broken up. This
determined a sharp change of all characteristics
involved in the table 1.
Further mechanical treatment (2 and 4
minutes) had a much smaller effect on the
characteristics in discussion, with the exception
of specific surface, which increased
continuously. That is perhaps because of shape
modifying of powder particles by flattening and
fragmentation, maintaining in the same time
approximatively the same particle size
distribution.
The compaction behaviour of the four
powder mixtures prepared from untreated and
mechanically treated W-powders are reflected
in figures 2 and 4. From the two figures it can
be seen that both the compaction pressure and
the milling duration determine an increasing of
density, but more important is the effect of
milling duration.
Both compaction pressure and mechanical
treatment produce in W-particles a strain
hardening, but in different ways.
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a. As-rrecieved

b. Mecchanically treaated
1 min (W1)

20µm

c. Mechhanically treatted
d. Mecchanically treaated
4 min (W4)
2 min (W2)
Fig.1. Morpphology of W--powders.

Fig.2. Relaative green dennsity vs.
ccompaction prressure of W-specimens.

Fig.3. Relative sintered deensity vs.
ccompaction prressure of W-sspecimens.

Fig.44. Relative grreen density vs.
v mechanicall
treatment durration of W-p
powders.

Figg.5. Relative siintered density
y vs.
meechanical treattment duration
n of
W-poowders.

Fig.6. Perccent increasingg of relative density
d
(%TD))
from prressed to sinterred state vs. duration
d
of
W
W-powder
mechanical treatm
ment.
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3. CO
ONCLUSIO
ONS

Fig.7. Coompressive strrengths and evvaluation
coefficient of W-sinteredd compacts vss. duration
of W-powder
W
mechhanical treatm
ment.

Thhe pressure produces thhe hardeninng mainly at
a
thee contacts between the powdeer particless,
whhile mechannically treattment hardeen the wholee
paarticle under the blow
ws of millinng balls andd
between the balls
b
and thhe containeer wall. Thee
cuumulative efffect of thee two abovee mentionedd
acttions is illusstrated in figures 3, 5 and
a 6.
A carefullly analysis of these thhree figures
leaad us to the conclusionn that more effective onn
thee activationn on sinteriing is the influence
i
o
of
miilling duraation of thhe started W-powderr.
Annother evideence of the sintering activation
a
byy
meechanical treatment
t
i given inn figure 7,
is
7
thrrough the inncreasing of
o compresssive strengthh
annd evaluation coefficiennt of sintereed compactts
wiith milling duration.
d

• Thee results obtained
o
in the presen
nt study
have proved that W-powdders with a poor
sinteraability can be activated by meaans of a
short mechanicaal treatmentt effectuateed in a
planettary ball mill.
m
The activation can be
attribu
uted to the Ni activatioons: this sh
hould be
consid
dered.
• A mechanical
m
processingg for only 1 minute
determ
mines a signnificant sinttering activ
vation of
W-pow
wder. Thee effect of activaation is
diminiished by further
f
incrrease of trreatment
duratio
on.
• Thee mechaniical treatm
ment of W-started
W
powdeer determinees, also, an important rising
r
of
neck strengths,
s
a matter off a great in
nterest in
produccing of poorous tungsten bodies to be
infiltraated with loower meltinng point mettals, like
copperr or silver.
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Studii privvind sinterizaarea activată a pulberilor de
d wolfram procesate
p
meccanic
Reezumat: Anum
mite pulberi dee wolfram preezintă o sinterrizabilitatea sccăzută. O partte din aceste ppulberi de wollfram sunt
obţţinute prin meetode chimicee din deşeuri metalice.
m
Scoppul acestei luccrări este de a îmbunătăţi ssinterizabilitattea acestor
tipuuri de pulberi prin aplicareaa unor tratatam
mente mecaniice scurte în mori
m planetare. S-au efectuaat o serie de teeste pentru
a determina
d
efeectul duratei tratamentului
t
mecanic asuppra modificărrii proprietăţillor pulberilorr respective: densitatea,
d
supprafaţa specifi
fică, dimensiunnea medie a particulelor
p
d pulbere, forrma particulellor, microduriitatea. Sinterizzabilitatea
de
pullberilor de woolfram procesaate mecanic a fost studiată pe
p probe cilin
ndrice obţinutee la diferite prresiuni de com
mpactizare
(500-125 MPa) şii sinterizate suuccesiv în conndiţii identicee (T=1200°C pentru 1 h, înn atmosferă de hidrogen). Densitatea
D
apaarentă, rezistenţa la compreesiune şi raporrtul dintre reziistenţa la com
mpresiune dupăă sinterizare şşi densitatea ap
parentă au
fosst considerate ca şi parametrri de evaluaree a sinterizabilităţii funcţie de durata de măcinare
m
a puulberilor de wo
olfram.
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